U.S. Patent Nov. 25, 1980 The present invention relates to an apparatus for detecting and correcting on a real time basis multiple errors which occur in codewords read from a semicon ductor memory in a data processing system.
It is of common practice in the field of data process ing systems to store the data bit words together with a number of check bits in the form of so-called error detecting and correcting codewords. When read from the memory these codewords are decoded and the check bits are then read from the memory via a decoder in which they are used for checking whether errors have occurred in the data words which are read out.
The codewords containing N bits comprised of L data bits and (N-L) check bits are designated as (N-L) codes. One class of familiar codes are the so-called single error correction, double error detection Hamming codes containing 16 data bits and 6 check bits. The number of check bits may also be 7 or 8 for instance.
Different systems are known in the art for detecting and correcting the errors occurring in the codewords read from a computer memory. A first group of systems use a test word for locating the error in the word read from the memory. In such systems, means are provided to detect the occurrence of a fault and to stop the com puter operation for allowing a test routine to be initiated with a view to locate the fault by using a fault location word. When the fault has been located, it is corrected in the word read from the memory and the corrected word is then allowed to be transmitted. Using error detecting system of this type results in the computer system being stopped each time a fault is detected: this is detrimental to the operation speed and the efficiency of the computer system. To obviate these drawbacks, systems of a second group have been designed for automatically detecting and correcting the faults without the computer system having to be stopped. These systems comprise a net work of EXCLUSIVE-OR gates interconnected for producing a bit vector called syndrome for each word which is read from the memory. The syndrome is then used to automatically locate and correct errors occur ring in the words read from the memory. These systems use a single error correction scheme which is capable of correcting one error at a time. None of them achieve the real time correction of double permanent errors due to hardware failure in the memory cells. At this point it should be pointed out that most of the failure modes of semiconductor random access memories result in the data output being stuck at a particular value, binary one or binary zero. This may be true for all the memory cells or it may be confined to certain location(s) within the memory. Such double errors cannot be corrected by using the known systems and therefore all these systems have in common that they do not achieve sufficient reliability for large capacity memories or special mem ory applications such as real time on-board computer systems for long duration spaceborne missions, for ex ample. An object of this invention is to provide an automatic multiple error correction apparatus for use in semicon ductor memories for improving substantially the reli ability thereof without the expense of increasing the number of parity check symbols or the hardware com plexity.
Another object of the invention is to provide a simple apparatus for automatically correcting on a real time basis double permanent errors occurring in any code word having a Hamming distance d=4, except those which occur simultaneously.
In accordance with the instant invention, as soon as an error is detected in a codeword read from a memory block, the error syndrome is stored for later use while this first error is located for automatic correction. Some time later, when a second error is detected in the same codeword, the stored error syndrome is selected for being corrected as an erasure, that is an error with known location. It is easier for the decoder to correct an erasure than a random error. In parallel, the selected stored error syndrome is subtracted from the actual syndrome word from the syndrome generator for deriv ing the syndrome corresponding to the second error and this second error syndrome is used for correcting the second error in the conventional manner.
Yet another object of the invention is an apparatus which, while being capable of correcting double perma nent errors, is also capable of detecting a triple error occurring in a codeword by storing the second error syndrome and performing additional logic combination of the syndromes. The network 4 is an arrangement well known in the art for performing bit by bit modulo-2 additions of the codewords Y and the matrix H. The coding theory teaches that when the word Y is a true code, the syn drome S thereof has a zero value, i.e. it contains all 0 bits, and when the word Y contains at least one errone ous bit, the syndrome S has a non-zero value and con tains one bit 1. The syndrome S has an odd parity when word Y contains a single error and an even parity (not zero) when the word Y has a double error.
The error classifier means 5 is a conventional logic, known perse, having the function of checking the syn drome word S for a non-zero value and determining its parity. When an odd parity is detected, the logic 5 gen erates the first signal D1 and when an even parity is detected, the logic 5 generates a second signal D2. The signals D1 and D2 are used to determine the correction mode.
The EXCLUSIVE-OR gate 9 accepts as a first input the syndrome word S and transfers it to the error loca tor 8 which is an arrangement known perse operative to decode the syndrome word for generating an error word to be used in a known manner for correcting the possible error identified by the syndrome word applied thereto. The gate 9 has a second input to accept a stored syndrome as will be explained hereafter and to combine it with the syndrome word S applied to its first input.
The syndrome store 6 comprises a set of registers, each associated with a respective memory block and having (N-L) stages for being capable of storing the syndrome word Swhen an error is detected in the code word Y. For each codeword, the appropriate register is selected by means of a respective select signal AB. The appropriate register in the syndrome store 6 is loaded with the syndrome word S through AND-gate 11 which is enabled in response to the occurrence of detect signal D1 indicating a single or first error. The stored syndrome corresponds to that first error and will be denoted S1. It will serve at a later stage as will be seen hereafter. In parallel with this procedure of syndrome storing, the syndrome word from network 4 is coupled through gate 9 to the error locator 8.
When, some time later, a second error occurs in the same codeword Y read from the memory, the syndrome word S from the syndrome generator 4 is the exclusive OR function of the two individual error syndromes corresponding to the succeeding first and second erro neous bits in the codeword Y, and this syndrome word has now an even parity. This parity is detected by the error logic 5 which generates the detect signal D2. The latter enables AND-gate 14, whereby the stored error syndrome S1 is applied to the error locator 7 where it is decoded in the known manner to generate the error word E1 locating the first error. This known error (erasure) can then be corrected easily.
In parallel with this correction procedure, the stored error syndrome S1 from the store 6 is gated through AND-gate 10, which is enabled by the detect signal D2, to a first input of the EXCLUSIVE-OR gate 9. The latter is then operative to subtract the stored error syn drome S1 from the syndrome word S, thereby to pro 4. duce the error syndrome corresponding to the second error to occur. This second syndrome, which will be denoted S2, is applied to the error locator 8 where it is decoded as described earlier to generate the error word E2.
The error words, as is well known, contain each a '1' in each correct bit position and a '0' in an error bit position, These error words E1 and E2 are logically combined in EXCLUSIVE-OR gate 12 which is opera tive to produce an error word E that is the modulo-2 addition of E1 and E2. The error word E is applied to EXCLUSIVE-OR gate 13 for being added to the code word Y. All the data bits are inverted, except the partic ular bits in error, thereby correcting the sense of the bits in error. The corrected word is then transmitted on data line 3.
Thus, it is clearly apparent from the foregoing that under double error condition, the syndrome identifying the first error is read into the syndrome store 6 and in parallel with this storing process, that first error syn drome S1 appears at the output of gate 9. Some time later, when the second error is detected, the stored syndrome S1 is selected to be gated into the error loca tor 7 which is operative to locate the first bit in error for correction. In parallel, the selected stored syndrome S1
is gated to EXCLUSIVE-OR gate 9 where it is sub tracted from the actual syndrome word at that time (which is the modulo-2 sum of the individual syndromes corresponding to the first and second errors respec tively) for deriving the second syndrome S2 which identifies the second error and said second error syn drome S2 is applied to the error locator 8 which is operative to locate the second bit in error for correc tion. A double error correction is thereby performed on a real time basis without any interruption in the data transmission on the data line.
Under no-double error condition (that is no error or single error), the syndrome at the output of EXCLU SIVE-OR gate 9 is identical to the syndrome word from the syndrome generator 4. In case of single error, the error syndrome S1 is read into the syndrome store 6 for later use when a second error is detected.
The apparatus according to the invention not only permits double errors to be corrected but also it can be easily adapted for detecting a triple error in a code word. Only the position of the second error has to be determined therefor. For that purpose, a second syn drome store needs to be provided for storing the error syndrome S2 which corresponds to the second error. The second syndrome store 16 is similar to the syn drome store 6. The second error syndrome S2 is read into the syndrome store 16 through gate 17 which is enabled by the detect signal D2. The logic arrangement 15 is connected as will be readily apparent to one skilled in the art for being operative to logically combine with each other the syndrome word S from the syndrome generator 4, the first stored error syndrome S1 and the second stored error syndrome S2 and for producing a detect signal D3 in response to the following logic con ditions being met:
The signal D3 represents the occurrence of a triple error in the codeword read from a memory block. The logic arrangement 15 can be similar to the known error logic means used for detecting single and double errors.
The apparatus according to the invention permits double errors to be corrected in the codewords which are stored not only in (22,16) Hamming codes but also in any code having a minimum Hamming distance d=4, e.g. (72,64) codes.
Tests have shown that the reliability of a semiconduc tor memory used with an apparatus according to this invention in terms of failure rate of the memory cells and in terms of working time is substantially improved as compared with the usual reliability of known systems using an apparatus capable of correcting single errors only.
It is to be understood that the logic arrangements can be realized in various equivalent embodiments well known to those skilled in the art by using intercon nected conventional logic circuits and/or integrated circuit units with a view to perform the required logic functions as stated in the foregoing.
What is claimed is:
1. An apparatus for detecting and correcting multiple errors in a codeword read from a memory, comprising:
first circuit means for accepting the codeword from the memory and generating the syndrome word of said codeword; 2. An apparatus for detecting and correcting multiple errors in a codeword read out from any location in a memory, comprising: syndrome generator means connected for accepting the codeword from the memory and generating the error syndrome of said codeword; means for checking the value of the syndrome word and producing a first detect signal in response to the syndrome indicating a no-double error condi syndrome store means comprising a set of register means, each associated with a respective memory location and capable of storing the syndrome word corresponding to the codeword read from a partic ular memory location; first gate means having an input connected to the output of the syndrome generator means and being responsive to said first detect signal for reading the syndrome word into the syndrome store means; second gate means having a first input connected to accept the syndrome word from the syndrome generator means, a second input connected to ac-. cept the stored error syndrome from said syndrome store means, and a control input for accepting said second detect signal, said second gate means being operative to transfer the syndrome word from the syndrome generator means in response to the oc currence of a no-double error condition, and said second gate means being further operative to ac cept the stored error syndrome from said syndrome store means in response to said second detect signal being applied to the control input, thereby to logi cally combine the said syndrome word from the syndrome generator means with the said stored error syndrome for deriving the syndrome corre sponding to a second error which has occurred in the codeword read from the memory; 3. An apparatus according to claim 2 further compris 1ng:
second syndrome store means comprising a set of register. means, each associated with a respective memory location and capable of storing the syn drome corresponding to the codeword read from said memory location; fourth gate means having an input connected to the output from said first gate means and being opera tive to read the error syndrome from said first gate means into the second syndrome store means in response to said second detect signal; logic means connected to accept the syndrome word from the syndrome generator means, the stored error syndrome from said first syndrome store means and the stored error syndrome from said second syndrome store means, said logic means being operative to produce a signal indicating the occurrence of a triple error in the codeword read from the memory.
